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Synopsis
The PrepTest is an actual LSAT administered on the date indicated. Practice as if taking an actual test by following the test-taking instructions and timing yourself. In addition to actual LSAT questions, each PrepTest contains an answer key, writing sample, and score-conversion table.
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Customer Reviews
This is the newest LSAT preptest, as of the time of this review (February 2015). The LSAT changes with time. You should definitely get the newest test, as new tests are the best indicator of what future tests will look like. Considering how important the LSAT is to your odds of admission, this book is well worth the price. You should also get the following books:LSAT 73LSAT 72LSATs 62-71LSATs 52-61Optional: LSATs 29-38Total cost is around $60-$70. There is no better investment you could make towards a better LSAT score. For more practice, get preptests 29-38. Note that only preptests 66-74 have two pages for logic games diagrams. Use only the second page for your diagrams. It is surprisingly easy to lose your train of thought when you have to move your eyes across multiple pages. This test also has a comparative reading passage. Every test from 52 onwards has comparative reading.Graeme BlakeModerator of Reddit's LSAT forum.s. LSAT preptests don’t come with explanations. At the risk of self-promotion, I’ve written explanations for LSAT preptest 74:LSAT Preptest 74 Explanations (LSAT Hacks)
I bought this because I was curious as a paralegal. I want to attend Law school one day. I guess I got the newest one to test my own skills and knowledge and this book is amazing and the reality of what is on the test. All I can say is I felt R E L I E F after reading it. © 2015 Jackie Paulson

Don’t buy this - it is completely unusable. I had to "return for refund" after clicking through the whole thing looking for a way to make it formatted like the actual LSAT. It is formatted as one continuous flow of text. There’s no way to see all questions for a given logic game on the same page, for example, and reading comp passages have no line numbers. Thank goodness you can get a refund (I think just within a certain amount of time?) or I would have been even more annoyed.

I got the digital copy which is annoying to test off of because not everything is on the same page so there’s a lot of scrolling back and forth. If you’re serious about practicing for the LSAT you should really just buy a kaplan LSAT course. Sure it’s $800, but if you’re paying ~$7 per practice test, you could spend a couple of hundred dollars right there. With Kaplan you get all 70 of the previous tests and you can print them out. So this is a good way to practice some of the newer ones, but otherwise, invest in a study aid. It will probably come with free tests.

As of February 2015, this is the newest LSAT PrepTest. The LSAT has changed a LOT since the oldest exams in the original 10 Actual book, so it’s important to learn from the most recent PrepTests. You should probably take this one as a full-length timed PrepTest soon before Test Day. Although this exam is not yet available in a book of 10, and is therefore more expensive, it’s worth it. Think about how important the LSAT is to your chances of admission (and scholarship $). Don’t be "penny-wise and pound-foolish." Some other recent exams you should also get: 737262-7152-61 Also, I wanted to let you know that LSAT PrepTests 66-present are the ONLY ones with the 2-page layout for Logic Games. Before the change, each PrepTest only gave you one page per LG and related Qs. Happy studying! Feel free to reach out if you need any help with your prep.

One of the most recent prep tests available. This is the best way to study, must buy if your taking the LSAT anytime in the next few years.

Nothing to review here. It is exactly what it claims to be.
Does anyone really "Love" the LSAT though???
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